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From the President
Dear Graduates:
Your Commencement ceremonies mark the start
of the next new and transformative chapter of
your lives. This pivotal time provides an opportunity to consider how you will take the knowledge, passion, and leadership skills you have
gained at Bryant University and apply them to
make a difference in the world.
It is also a time to step forward and demonstrate
tangible evidence of the personal and professional
growth you’ve achieved during your years with
us. The interconnectedness of nations, cultures,
and economies requires graduates who are prepared to meet new global realities and who can
anticipate the emerging needs of industry and
society. Your experiences at Bryant have prepared
you exceptionally well for the opportunities
ahead, and I am confident of your continued success.
The entire team of Bryant faculty and staff has
worked hard so that your experiences have been
challenging and rewarding. Each of you has reciprocated with a unique contribution to enhance
our community, creating a better place for all of
us to live and learn together. As you embark upon
the next phase of your life, dedicate yourself to continued intellectual curiosity and growth. Apply your
talents with enthusiasm and commitment. Demonstrate your concern for humanity and the greater
good. Show the world what we mean by The Character of Success.
With today’s graduation you become a member of the Bryant Alumni Association, joining a powerful
network of more than 40,000 accomplished and distinguished individuals. For nearly 150 years Bryant
alumni have set and attained high standards of achievement, and they proudly pass that tradition on to
you. It is our hope you that will remain engaged with the life of the University, returning to campus
often and helping to support our continuing trajectory of excellence.
Kati and I and the entire Bryant community – our trustees, faculty, and staff– are extremely proud of
your achievements and boundless potential. As you depart from campus and move ahead in life, I know
that you will build upon the extraordinary foundation Bryant has provided. We thank you for all of the
richness you have brought to the University, and we extend our very best wishes for a lifetime of success and fulfillment.
Sincerely,

Ronald K. Machtley
President

From the Dean of Students
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Dear Graduates:
Congratulations on achieving the goal of completing your
Bryant degree. It has required a huge investment of time
and money and is a real prize. It is an accomplishment
shared by few across our world and, your achievements have
prepared you well for the future. You came here one person
and are leaving as another.
This is also a great time to acknowledge one of the great
realities of life; our best work is never ours alone. The faculty and staff who supported and challenged you, as well as
those significant people in your life deserve your thanks and
appreciation. So today, no matter how pleased you are with
yourself, say thanks to those who helped make this possible.
This time of Commencement is also a beginning! You have
skills and qualities which will support your personal and
professional success. My guess is that the same people who
championed and supported you here will continue to cheer
you on.
You have been at Bryant during an exciting time. We want to know how you are doing and we want
you to know what is going on here. The Alumni Association provides a means to that end through its
publications, programs and events.
Please keep in touch. It has been a privilege to accompany you on this journey. As you leave, Marj and
I wish you well and thank you for enriching our lives and helping us keep learning in this great
community.
Sincerely,

Dr. J. Thomas Eakin
Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students

The Honor of the Commencement Issue
Archway Editors 2010-2011

In order to celebrate the 148th
Undergraduate Commencement, The
Archway has created this
commencement issue for the over
800 students who will graduate on
May 21, 2011.
Following tradition, we have
compiled reflections from students
who significantly impacted Bryant
during their undergraduate career and
have a memorable and insightful
story to share. Choosing only eleven
students to write a reflection was
difficult, but with the help of a
committee of fellow junior students
from all walks of college life, the
recipients were selected for this
honor.
In addition to the students, we
selected one faculty and one staff
member to write a final message to
the graduating class. This year’s
contributors are Professor Adam
Rubin and Richard Hurley, Associate
Director of the Center for Student

Editor-In-Chief
Involvement. These two individuals
Jessica
Komoroski
were chosen because of the lasting
impact they have had on the lives of
Assistant Editor: Jacquelyn Ammirato
many of the students of the Class of
News Editor: Zachary McMahon
2011.
Asst. News Editor: Kyle Ebersold
It has been an honor to put
Opinion Editor: Dylan Ford
together the Commencement Issue.
Sports Editor: Thomas Hansen
The experience has been particularly
Variety Editor: Mackenzie Schroth
meaningful as I have gotten to know
Business Editor: Royce Brunson
and admire many members of the
Copy Editors: Sara Elder, Ariana Ricci
Class of 2011. It is my hope that this,
Photo Editor: Kelsey Nowak
Web Publisher: Nick Russell
your final issue of The Archway, will
Advertising Manager: Alyssa Tyson
help you to remember four years of
Business Manager: Emily Murphy
great memories and experiences.
This issue is dedicated to each of Public Relations Manager: Allison Salzberg
Assistant Public Relations Manager:
your college experiences, from the
Brittany Eager
moment you first stepped onto
Advisor:
Richard Hurley
campus until you finally passed
Technical Advisor: Larry Sasso
under the archway. I wish you all
Commencement Committee: Jacquelyn
happiness as you start the next
Ammirato, Cory Cloutier, Dan Cournoyer,
chapter of your lives as graduates of
Joshua Grolman, Tiffany Marino, Timothy
the Class of 2011.
Peabody, Joelle Sopariwala

Jacquelyn Ammirato
Assistant Editor-in-Chief
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Photos by Kelsey Nowak

Walking through the archway...
a Commencement tradition
In addition to receiving diplomas on
Commencement day, students have another way
of symbolizing the completion of their Bryant
education: walking through the archway.
The story of the archway dates back to 1905.
Isaac Gifford Ladd, an associate of Charles
Schwabb and a famous U.S. steel tycoon,
constructed a $1 million building which contained
the iron arch on Young Orchard Avenue on the
east side of Providence. This building was meant
to be a sign of his endearment to his newlywed
wife.
However, his wife expressed hatred for the
structure which was named after her. Taking this
as personal rejection, Ladd took his own life. The
building remained unoccupied until Thomas
Marsden transformed it into Hope Hospital,
which was part of the Bryant-Stratton College,
renamed Bryant College. To provide more space
for classes, an addition was constructed and Hope
Hospital was renamed South Hall.
In October of 1967, Earl S. Tupper, inventor of
Tupperware, donated his 392 acre hillside
Smithfield estate to Bryant College for the creation
of the new campus. To thank Tupper for his
generous gift, Bryant named the campus after him

and awarded him an honorary degree. Four years
later, in the fall of 1971, the campus moved to
Smithfield. Prior to leaving the Hope Street
campus, the wrought-iron arch at the entrance to
South Hall was transported to the new campus.
Today, the archway remains the only physical
link to the Providence campus. Frank Delmoncio,
then Vice President for Business Affairs, and
Robert Hillier, architect of the Tupper campus and
designer of the sign for the front entrance,
relocated the archway between the two ponds en
route to the Unistructure.
After the archway was transferred from the old
campus, students immediately began to avoid
passing through this out-of-place structure. As
rumor had it, walking through the archway before
graduation mysteriously jeopardized chances of
graduating. Since this is quite a large price to pay
for not following tradition, most students opted
not to take the chance, which resulted in worn dirt
paths around the arch.
After 17 years of worn paths, the graduating
class of 1987 donated a brick pathway built
around the sacred arch. This tradition has shaped
the behavior of thousands of Bryant University
students on Tupper campus for the past 40 years.
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Student Class Charge: Michael Cronin Jr.
The great Ferris Beuller once said that “Life moves
pretty fast. If you don’t stop and look around once in
a while, you could miss it.” Just look around you.
I’m sure you see faces you remember seeing at
Freshmen Orientation. Now, we are all here, in this
moment. Not everyone you knew as a freshman
made it this far, but we did. Today we will receive
Bryant University’s highest honor – a college
diploma. Gone forever are Taco Thursdays at Salmo,
the 30 Bryant announcements every morning, and
our special encounters with DPS (unless of course,
you return during homecoming weekend).
To be completely honest, I have dreaded
graduation because these truly have been the best
years of my life. I’m sure many of you feel the same.
But graduation grew closer and our moment is finally
here. Now, I couldn’t be more proud, more
privileged, and more excited to begin the next
chapter of life.
Walking through the archway is sure to be an
amazing feeling for all of us; it symbolizes one of the
most important accomplishments we will ever
experience. It is also one of the last times we will be
threatened by the geese. Our true journey begins
now – once we leave this campus. Whether you’ll be
starting your career, going to graduate school, or
continuing the job search, the real world is upon us.
Our past is now history; our future is still unknown;
but today, we’re here. Take in this moment and enjoy
it. It’s one of the most exciting moments of our lives.
By now, it’s expected of us to know who we are
and where we are headed. But let’s be honest, a lot of
us are still unsure and that’s okay. We ONLY have
friends. Those friendships do not end today, and
today, and we’re still young. We have our whole lives they never will if you keep them close to you.
to figure out who we are; it’s just important to be true Facebook and other social media certainly help; you
to yourself, not be who others want you to be. Do
might not talk to someone for a long
what makes you happy, be
period of time but you can still know
good to people, and give
they had for breakfast.
Your success in life will what
back to the communities
Begin your new journey today
that have helped shape you.
never be defined by the with curiosity. Your success in life
Live everyday like it’s your
will never be defined by the number
last. Too many of us have
number on your
on your paycheck, but by the joy in
lost someone we care about
your heart, your integrity, and your
paycheck,
but
by
the
joy
– someone who didn’t live
ability to be true to yourself. A
to see our graduation in your heart, your
diploma from Bryant University is a
whether that person was a
remarkable achievement. We have
integrity,
and
your
ability
friend, a loved one, or a
made ourselves and everyone around
classmate; it saddens us
to
be
true
to
yourself.
us proud and hopeful. Now let’s
and makes us realize life is
make them even prouder in the next
fragile and precious.
step of our lives. So, whatever you
We’re all about to
do in life, never forget to stop and look around and
confront many challenges, triumphs, and failures, but NEVER doubt the possibilities because you don’t
they are experiences which will test our endurance
want to miss what life has to offer. So here we are
and make us better prepared for what life throws our today, and as our friend Mr. Bueller reminds us: The
way. Work hard, take risks, but above all, enjoy life
question isn't "what are we going to do," the question
with a ferocious passion. Love those people who are
is "what aren't we going to do?"
and always will be a part of your life. At Bryant,
I wish you all the very best in your future, and
many of us have been fortunate to live with or
congratulations Class of 2011.
become close to people who we now consider our best
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Steven Alibrandi
I still cannot believe this is real. We are actually
walking across the stage today, being handed a
diploma, and leaving our home for the past four
years, this time for good. Four years ago, I had no
idea what I wanted to do with my life. I searched for
colleges at random and just happened to stumble
upon Bryant because I am horrible with driving
directions and got lost on my college search road trip.
I think it is safe to say that that was the one time
getting lost actually worked in my favor; I had finally
found the best school for me. After my tour, I decided
to apply Early Decision to Bryant and learned of my
acceptance on December 18, 2006, when my mother
came running through chorus class at Braintree High
School. Needless to say, the song she was singing was
extremely exciting!
I still remember the first move-in weekend
freshman year; I woke up at the crack of dawn, drove
down to Bryant with my sister Holly by my side,
checked into Hall 14, and embarked on what would
be the best four years of my life. That weekend, I met
two of my best friends from Bryant, got acclimated to
Salmanson dining, and learned what it is like to share
a bathroom with more than just my parents and
sister. Looking back on where I was then, and where I
am now, I could not have asked for a better
undergraduate career.
What makes the Bryant experience so special
extends beyond the classroom and into the
opportunities that are presented to each of us. Yes,
the fifteen hours per week spent within the classroom
environment are critical; however, I feel the
experiences you have once the metaphoric bell rings
at the end of the school day are what truly sets a
Bryant student apart from the rest. For me, getting
involved with campus life has not only allowed me to
develop outstanding relationships with my peers and
the administration, but has also afforded me the
opportunity to discover what I want to pursue with
my Bryant education.
Involvement within the Office of Admission and
Office of Residence Life has made my Bryant
experience worthwhile and unique; I would not trade
the ridiculous stories told in Residence Life or the
laughs shared in Admissions (aka Club Admish) for
anything. It is because of all of the phenomenal
individuals within those two respective offices that I
was able to learn about the world of Student Affairs
and make the decision to pursue it after my time at
Bryant ends. To each of the individuals within those
offices, I thank you. You have impacted me more
than I could ever express and will be forever grateful.
So this is it. May 21, 2011 has finally arrived and I
hope that each member of the graduating Class of
2011 can honestly say that their undergraduate career
was truly special. Personally, the memories of my
Bryant experience - the Halloween nights, the
Sophomore International Experience trip, hosting
Mr. Bryant (and of course, dancing) - are what mean
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the most to me. At Bryant, we truly are spoiled. The
ability to participate in so many events while
simultaneously gaining a world-class education has
provided us with the skills necessary for success.
Additionally, the bonds I have developed with my
core group of friends are unlike anything else I have
ever experienced. To the guys I lived with and the
girls I couldn’t live without, I thank you. Each one of
you is so very special to me, and I look forward to
celebrating our achievements and successes together
in the future.
I am sincerely honored to have been selected to
write a reflection piece for the graduation ceremony
this year. Through the love and support of my
influential family and friends, I know I am leaving
Bryant feeling accomplished and fulfilled. It is only a
matter of time now for our 2011 brick to be placed
into Alumni Walkway, and for the next chapter of our
lives to begin. Congratulations to the graduating
Class of 2011 - hold your head high as today is one of
our greatest achievements to date!
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Meaghan Delaney
I distinctly remember the Bryant Admitted
Student Open House four years ago. I stood in the
Salmanson lunch line anxiously waiting to test the
food, when President Machtley approached me and
asked if I was excited to be coming to Bryant in the
fall. Well, I had yet to decide on the school that I
wanted to attend in the Fall of ’07 and Bryant was
one of the four open houses that I had been to in the
past two weeks. When I told President Machtley of
my uncertainty, he became concerned. After a 20
minute conversation, the President and I parted
ways, and I left Bryant that day impressed with all
the University had to offer, albeit still undecided. The
following morning at 7:00 a.m. sharp, I received a
telephone call from President Machtley himself,

Thank you President
Machtley for making that
phone call four years ago, it
has made all the difference.
addressing my main drawback of the lack of music
programs on campus; a President of a University
taking interest in a single prospective
student…unheard of. It was then that I knew Bryant
was the place for me.
Bryant offers its students endless opportunities;
over the last four years, I think I have taken
advantage of a fair amount of those. While some may
find it challenging to initially engage in the Bryant
community, becoming involved on this campus is not
difficult in the least. With more than 70 clubs and
organizations, there is something for everyone. If you
can’t find anything to fit your needs you have the
opportunity to create it. I did just that freshman year
when I founded Bryant’s first chartered Chamber
orchestra. Over the past four years I have had the
pleasure of watching this club grow from two
violinists receiving weekly lessons to the 12 member
group that it is today.
I have also had the opportunity to play on the
women’s lacrosse team, surviving the infamous
transition from Division II to Division I. This is an
experience I will never forget. Those of us lucky
enough to have had the opportunity to play on a
collegiate athletic team can understand the
relationships that are developed over the course of all
the practices, traveling, and competition.
For the last three years, I have also acted as a
campus resource for students, assisted freshmen in
adjusting to their new surroundings, and addressed
issues in the other halls as a RA. Through the Office
of Residence Life, I have found mentors on the
Professional staff, while sharing unique experiences
with a group of incredible peers.
On a recent campus tour, a mother asked me,
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“Looking back would you do it again?” I paused for a
minute of thought and answered with a resounding
“YES!” not because I was in front of a handful of
prospective members of the class of 2016, but
because I truly believe that my past four years have
been filled with every opportunity possible.
The educational opportunities I have received
from the Global Studies Department and the ability
to engage in all aspects of campus life has made my
time here so special. Thank you President Machtley
for making that phone call four years ago, it has made
all the difference.
As our time here draws to a close, take time to
reflect on all of the memories you have made, and the
friendships you have developed. With such a capable
graduating class, Bryant certainly will not be the last
place that we succeed. Opportunities present
themselves constantly, but it is our choice to take
notice and act upon them.

Rachael Karpman
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These are the nights we felt alive. College is the best four
years of your life. Get ready real world, the college
graduates are coming.
There are so many cliché phrases for this momentous
occasion that is now upon us. Unlike high school where you
mostly just had to breathe to graduate, we’re now getting
degrees from a highly ranked university. However billions
have graduated from college before us and billions will after
us. Bryant has had nearly 150 graduating classes already
itself. So what is it that makes our class and all of our
experiences different?
We were here when Machtley jumped in the pond, and
when they removed the tree outside of Salmo and replaced
it with a bush, and then returned the tree not long after.
We’ve gotten a real bulldog mascot, watched SIFE win at
everything, gone up to D1, got a Dunkin’ Donuts in the
Bryant Center, jumped in the pond when the Red Sox won
the World Series, and saw the construction of the Interfaith
Center.
And while all of these events touched us, they are not
tangible things we can take with us, nor will they matter to
most other people. Even our individual experiences are
completely different. I don’t think I will ever forget the
smell of Texas markers or how hot the stairs in the Bryant
Center always are. I have also attended every BINGO that
SPB has put on
since freshmen
year and never,
The specifics of our
ever won a
college experiences are prize.
These
what we’ll talk about after memories
we’ve gone, but it is the reflect my own
here and are not something I can explain to someone.
sense of community that experience
You just had to be here.
Bryant fosters that we
More extraordinary changes will happen after we leave, and at
point the campus will no longer feel like home. The point
will truly take with us. some
isn’t that we’re so much different than our predecessors, or our
experiences so much more special. The point is that we were
here, we lived it, and we will remember it (or, at least, most of it).
The specifics of our college experiences are what we’ll talk about after we’ve gone, but it is the sense of
community that Bryant fosters that we will truly take with us. In 20 years we might not remember which
rooms we lived in, but we’ll remember our roommates and neighbors, our friends stopping by, and walking
the long trek back and forth to the townhouses.
Dates and times, when and how; all of these specifics will fade. It will be up to us to make sure that our
relationships don’t take the same paths. If given the choice again, regardless of whether I would pick Bryant, I
know I would pick the friends I have made here over anything. The challenge now will be to keep picking
them. All long distance relationships are hard, but I know these last four years would mean nothing without
the people around me.
Our degrees will hang in offices around the world, and will keep us intrinsically tied with any Bryant
student past or present. When Rhode Island is mentioned it will peak our attention, and Bryant will hold a
place in our hearts forever. Was it all worth it in the end; the all-nighters, the hangovers, the stress, the
heartbreaks? Of course it was. It was college, the best four years of our lives.
Finally I just want to say thank you. Thank you to my peers, my advisors, my teachers, my family, and my
friends for your support and encouragement. Congratulations to all my fellow graduates! I can’t wait to see
the impact we’re going to have on the world.
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Carol-Ann Lundy
6:00 AM. Five hour energy shot. Rays of sun and
the sounds of birds seep into the Unistructure
classroom as I study for my Financial Reporting test.
Any Bryant University student can tell you that these
moments are quite commonplace. These are the exact
moments when I would say, “This is not for me.”
Despite these words escaping my lips a countless
number of times, I never gave up on my commitment
to my education and to this institution. And I am glad
that I never did. Despite facing the biggest obstacle of
my life, and a myriad of smaller and more common
ones, I never gave up on achieving what I set out to
do. And as I walk through the archway today, I am
truly proud of myself.
I remember writing a note to myself in my planner
at the beginning of my freshman year. I told myself
that I would play a meaningful role on this campus
through extracurricular contributions, remain
focused on academic achievement as my primary
objective and make the most out of this experience. I
listed some actions to support these goals. One of
them was not procrastinating (yeah, like that
worked). In this last semester of college I found
that old planner and I realized that I
accomplished all three of these goals.
Receiving a Women’s Herstory Award, the
Bertha Hysell ICC Spirit Award and even being
asked to write this reflection has demonstrated
to me that I have left my mark on this campus.
The Magna Cum Laude Latin honor cord I wear
over my gown on this day signifies that I have
been dedicated to my education and to being
the best student that I could be. Finally, the
lump in my throat that I get as I say goodbye to
my friends on campus is indicative that I have
made the most out of this experience, and
forged relationships that have been truly special
to me.
As I graduate and continue my education
pursuing a Master’s degree, and begin a career
in public accounting, I am reminded of how
much Bryant has prepared me for the
challenges that lay ahead. I will use this
Archway Commencement Issue to create yet
another note to myself listing what I will
accomplish as I begin another journey. I will do
my personal best in my field of work and
advance to the highest level that I want to
achieve. I will be ethical in all business practices
and I will use the skills that a Bryant University
education has given me to do some good in this
world. After all, that is the end goal of it all - to
make this world a little bit better than we found
it.
To my closest friends, Leah, Jenny and
Akeem: I thank you guys for always sticking by
me even when it is hard to. I would also like to
thank Toby Simon who has been a mentor and
friend to me over the course of these last four
years. Aieshia, Marissa, Victor, Jill and yes, you
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too Steph: I will miss you guys. You guys made
college for me.
Most importantly, I want to thank my family: My
brother, Chris - I don’t know if you know this, but
you are my best friend. You have always been there
for me, even if it is coupled with your uncanny
sarcasm. Poppy - I am truly blessed to have a father
who cares for me as much as you do. You have not
only been a parent, but a confidant. I consider myself
lucky to have someone like you in my life. Lastly,
Mommy- I cannot think of one person who is as
strong as you. Your sacrifices for me have not gone
unnoticed. I love you in a way I cannot even begin to
describe and when I grow up, if I am half the woman
and mother you are I will consider myself a success.
To the Class of 2011: We have gone through ups
and downs with school, with work and with each
other. Regardless of such, we have made it. This is
the beginning of a new journey and we have yet
another opportunity to continue molding ourselves
into the people we want to be.

Jose Maldonado

In the fall of 2006, a Holyoke High School senior
looked everywhere for guidance on his college
application process. When approaching his guidance
counselor, she asked him for his college list. He
pulled out a small piece of paper and started reading
it to the counselor – Columbia, Bryant, Canisius…
The counselor stops him halfway through and says,
“Holyoke Community College is down the street. I
think you are reaching too high with the list that you
have.” Swallowing his words, he thanked her for her
time, and exited her office. May 2011, this young man
is graduating with a Bachelors of Arts in Sociology
from Bryant University; one of the schools that
seemed, to many, “too high for him to reach.” The
success that he only dreamed of has finally become a
reality and he knows that the last four years have
been instrumental to the person he will become. If
you have not figured it out yet, that young man was
me.
I was asked to write a reflection about the past
four years as an undergraduate at Bryant University.
As I sat thinking of what to write about, the story
above kept playing in my head. One can only be told
so many times that they will fail until they start to
believe it themselves. To tell you the truth if you were
to tell me four years ago that I would be writing a
reflection piece for The Archway Commencement
Issue, I probably would have laughed. I came to
Bryant a shy, timid young man, with no clear
direction of where I was going or who I was to
become.
Four years later, I am staring at the computer
screen for hours, trying to figure out what I’m going
write, with so many thoughts crossing my mind.
More importantly, it has me thinking – how did I
become the person that I am today? How did this
shy, timid young man turn into such an outgoing
person?
After thinking about it, I believe I went through
phases that Bryant University facilitated throughout
my time here. Everyone measures success in their
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own ways, and I believe that where I stand
right now, I am a very successful young man. So what
were the three phases that I went through?
Phase 1: Make my presence known. I remember
attending the Organization Fair freshman year and
asking myself, where do I start? Throughout my time
at Bryant I have been President of the Alliance for
Women’s Awareness and the Multicultural Student
Union, I am a part of the Sigma Chi Fraternity, and I
have become a Resident Assistant. Needless to say, I
was a little overwhelmed, and disappointed, with my
loss of free (nap) time. However joining these
organizations introduced me to people from many
different aspects of campus life. As I am sitting here
today, I know that I am among people that I have had
at least one interaction with these past four years.
Phase 2: Find my passion in life. I will always tell
the story of how I started off as an Actuarial
Mathematics major and switched to Sociology my
senior year. Some were inspired by my decision while
others looked at me as though I lost my mind. After
being involved in so many aspects of campus life, and
an International Service Learning Trip to the
Dominican Republic, I knew that my passion was to
help others and to find meaning to life. Becoming a
Sociology major helped me accomplish this phase. I
may not be graduating with a high paying job, but I
am graduating happy knowing that I made the right
decision.
Phase 3: Develop my personal philosophy. Never
look back and regret because for the split second that
it took you to make a decision, you thought it was
right. Rather look back and think about the things
you learned from the situation and what you can pass
on to others as you grow older. In other words, you
are your own person, and only you decide what your
actions will be.
After going through these three phases as an
undergraduate, I can truly say that my life up to this
point has been a success. Bryant University has
helped me along this path of discovering who I am
and who I will become in the future. There are also
certain individuals that I would like to thank. First of
all, I would like to thank my mother, for being there
every time I needed to vent about something and for
believing in me. Secondly, to Monique Austin,
Richard Hurley and Nick Poché, acting both as
administrators and counselors throughout my time
here. Thirdly, I would like to thank faculty members,
Sandra Enos and Judy McDonnell, for never giving
up on me and believing in my passion for Sociology.
Fourthly, to my roommate Luis Gonzalez, who has
been there every step of the way. Finally, to everyone
that I have had interactions with these last couple of
years. Big or small, they have made a lasting
impression on me. And I thank Bryant University for
giving me the opportunity to be a part of its
community and receive the education that I have
gotten. Congrats to everyone in the Class of 2011.
Very cliché to say but, “WE DID IT!”
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Richard Hurley
It is hard to believe that 10 years ago, almost to the
day, I had the distinct pleasure of being present for my
first Commencement at Bryant. I was a first year
student at Bryant and was asked to volunteer for the
Class of 2001’s Commencement exercises. I can
remember every detail like it happened yesterday. I
remember seeing the big white tent for the first time; I
remember seeing the joy on the faces of the families and
friends of the graduates; and I will always remember the
look on the graduates faces as they passed through the
archway and walked across the stage signifying the
completion of their undergraduate degree. I can, to this
day, remember the immense feeling of admiration,
hope, excitement, and pride amongst the whole campus;
the community felt alive. It’s hard to believe that even
though Bryant has drastically changed in the past 10
years, the feelings and emotions that transpire during
the Commencement experience have not, and today we
are alive for you. Today, along with your families,
friends, and the many professors, staff, and
administration who have guided you, I will take this
time to share in our admiration for what you have
accomplished, our excitement and hope for your future,
and of course our pride, that you will join our alumna
community.
You may wonder why, out of all of the beautiful
places on this campus, I chose to take my picture in
front of a 26 year old elevator in the Bryant Center. No
doubt there are certainly more picturesque places to be
photographed, but for me this elevator means more
than meets the eye. First and foremost, in the past 10
years, this elevator is a place where I have had countless
conversations with students who have taught me
immeasurable lessons; it is where I have experienced
significant mid-day reflections and aha moments. This
elevator reminds me that an ordinary place can be the
location of extraordinary life changing moments. It
reminds me that it’s not where you are that matters; it’s
who you’re with. Secondly, this specific elevator allows
me to pay tribute to those students in the Class of 2011
who took the time and put in the effort to be an
influential, respected student leader at Bryant. This
elevator recognizes and shows my sincere gratitude for
those students who didn’t just join our community but
rather made themselves an integral part of making
Bryant better. Thank you for all you have done!
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Lastly, this elevator, to me, represents life. Life much
like an elevator, gives each of us three options. Life
allows us the opportunity to move UP, move DOWN or
to STAY in place. The elevator of life challenges us every
day, sometimes every hour, to make the hard decision of
which “button” to press next. With each floor you will
be promised new tests and challenges all the while you
will be provided with exciting avenues and open doors. I
do, however, believe that there are two main differences
between an elevator and life. The first is the fact that
sometimes the elevator of life moves without us lifting a
finger. Although unfair and almost always occuring at
the most inopportune time, this shift or change is a
reality of the “ride” for each of us. But what I can
guarantee is that once the shift or change is over, you
will once again be faced with the opportunity to move
up, move down or to stay in place. The second
difference is that unlike an elevator, life has no
determined top floor; it will always be your choice how
far up you will go.
As you graduate today, I want you to focus on today’s
top floor, receiving your Bryant University degree. I do
however have to challenge each of you to think long and
hard to determine what your next top floor will be, and
with that challenge I want to share some advice on your
ride: I warn you to avoid moving between floors too
fast, for the ride is meant to be a process. I urge you to
reach the next floor with passion and drive. I advise you
to celebrate each and every top floor you hit; and once
you hear and feel the “ding” of the top floor, I urge you
to start the process over again. Lastly, I insist that you
always remember that this is YOUR elevator ride and
YOUR journey.
In honor of my 10th Commencement, I want to share
with you the 10 hopes I have for you, my fellow alum
and friends. 1) I hope that you will take the time and
effort to foster the relationships you have created here;
true connections take hard work to maintain. 2) I hope
you show gratitude to those family members who have
sacrificed and gone above and beyond for you, and who
have been unconditionally devoted to you. 3) I hope you
will always strive to inspire others because our greatest
legacy is within the people who follow in our footsteps.
4) I hope you find a path that you can be proud of, a
path that invokes determination, a path where the risks
are met with feelings of courage and enthusiasm. 5) I
hope you realize very early on that your paycheck will
never be equal to your worth. 6) I hope you realize that
the sensation that comes from giving back, serving
others, and doing good deeds will never ever dissipate
or get old, its only one kind act away. 7) I hope you find
your special someone, someone who celebrates your
successes, supports you through the tough times and is
by your side through everything in between. 8) I hope
you remember that celebrating the accomplishments
should always take longer than focusing on the
letdowns. 9) I hope your life is filled with the best
moments possible, and in those times when the best
isn’t possible, I hope you have the best people around to
see you through. 10) I hope that you will forever
remember and cherish the moment when YOU walked
through the archway and I hope you always rejoice in
what this moment means to you.

Adam Rubin
Look around you and take in this moment. This
moment will become one of the many defining moments
of your young lives and the lives of the people who love
you and care for you.
What does “This Moment” actually mean? Hopefully
it means that Facebook becomes a bit less all
encompassing and that you can now focus some of your
attention on the next chapter of your lives. I try to stay
current in your lives and learn what is important to you
by listening as you enter the classroom or pass by me in
the halls. I think that many of you have a very skewed
perception of what is truly important in life. In this
reflection I would like to share with you some thoughts
that would have been helpful to hear when I was sitting
in these very seats at my Bryant Commencement back
in 1992.
Thank you for the privilege of being a part of your
education and your lives. Your boundless enthusiasm
and energy are infectious and you have inspired me to
do great things and to continue pursuing my dreams. I
have watched many of you grow from nervous teenagers
into men and women who are now poised to take on a
new challenge…adult life.
You are now college graduates and going forth into
“The Real World.” You have finally passed through the
fabled archway and you will receive your diplomas
shortly, but are you ready to start?
First, will your career path make you happy and what
does happy truly mean? For many of you, happiness
will simply be equated to a large salary. I will not argue
the fact that a career with rich financial rewards is nice.
Money can be a wonderful thing. But will it bring
happiness? The short answer is “No.” Money makes
life easier, it does not create joy and happiness. Don’t
confuse monetary wealth with richness of life. Choose a
path that brings you a richness of life; when you do this,
the money will follow.
Second, does the career you have chosen fulfill you,
does it make your life richer and nourish your soul? I
know that sounds a bit hokey, but think about it. When
you love what you do, you will never work a day in your
life. This is my eighth year at Bryant, and I have yet to
work a day. It’s hard to love yourself and those around
you when you devote 8+ hours a day to a job that brings
little joy or doesn’t provide you with an opportunity to
grow.
Why have you chosen the career path that you have
chosen? Did you choose it willingly or are you pursuing
it for reasons other than your own? Don’t live someone
else’s dream, dream your life, and then make it happen.
The only reason we fail to live our dreams is fear. We
fear the unknown, we fear failure, and we fear dreaming
big dreams. Life is short, don’t ever live it with regrets.
Think back to what you dreamt of being when you were
a child. What happened to those dreams? What
happened to the spirit of the child who dared to dream
without limits.
Learn from the past, look to the future, but live in
the here and now. Be present in your own life’s
adventure. Learn from your mistakes, you’ll make
plenty of them, but then move on. Don’t define yourself
by your mistakes, define yourself by how you faced life’s
myriad of challenges.
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My favorite poem is “The Guy in the Glass” by Dale
Wimbrow. Those of you who have had me know that
this is the poem I read towards the end of our semester
together. I would like to share it with all of you now.
The Guy in the Glass
When you get what you want in your struggle for pelf,
And the world makes you King for a day,
Then go to the mirror and look at yourself,
And see what that guy has to say.
For it isn't your Father, or Mother, or Wife,
Who judgement upon you must pass.
The feller whose verdict counts most in your life
Is the guy staring back from the glass.
He's the feller to please, never mind all the rest,
For he's with you clear up to the end,
And you've passed your most dangerous, difficult test
If the guy in the glass is your friend.
You may be like Jack Horner and "chisel" a plum,
And think you're a wonderful guy,
But the man in the glass says you're only a bum
If you can't look him straight in the eye.
You can fool the whole world down the pathway of years,
And get pats on the back as you pass,
But your final reward will be heartaches and tears
If you've cheated the guy in the glass.
© Dale Wimbrow 1934
My last words of advice to all of you, whether you are
passing through the Archway today or are perhaps still
yearning to find the pathway that makes your life
complete is this: listen to your heart, take some time to
know the person staring back from the mirror, and
pursue with passion that which brings joy to your life.
Don’t cheat the man or woman in the glass, look
yourself in the eye and live a life without regret.
The road of life is not paved in gold, but if you look
hard enough you will find all of the lucky pennies that
have been placed on your path. Best of luck to all of you
and congratulations on the start of this new adventure!
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Remember when...
Orientation:
• You joined the “Bryant University Class of 2011” page on Facebook and
friended half the class.
• You were woken up by the sounds of pots and pans and prayed this
wasn’t the normal wake-up call in college.
Freshman:
• The football team helps us move in? Sweet! Does this happen every
year?
• Your first “Welcome Weekend” festivities had you starting to dream of
your own townhouses already.
• That “all you can eat” policy catches up with you, and slows you down.
• You realized how long a walk it is from the C lot to the freshmen halls
with all of your, ahem, bags.
• You heard a collective scream and knew the Red Sox won the World
Series for only the second time in 86 years. This of course, was followed by
a collective splash signaling the Sox fans jumping in the pond. And the
collective cough afterwards marked the consequences of pond jumping.
• You decorated your room and left the lights up for the rest of the year.
• The blackout had us praying that the school would close and send us
home.
• Everyone experienced insomnia from trying to get their BUS 101
projects done.
• You listened to the upperclassmen about how much better the Junction
was than Ronzio’s.
• Everyone experienced the crazy housing process as they prayed there’d
still be room in Hall 17.
• Most of us parted ways from our freshman roomies and anticipated
living with our suite of friends next year.
Sophomore:
• It rained during Halloween turning a normally classy holiday into…yeah,
moving on…
• Wait, why is the Hall 17 elevator not opening?
• Salmo expands! And you still couldn’t find a seat.
• Student Involvement Fee is introduced. What’s another $300? It’s not
like we have to pay all those loans back anyways…oh wait…
• Turning the Hall 17 lawn into the Bryant beach the minute it got over 60
degrees.
• We took advantage of SIE, because who’s going to pass up traveling in
Italy or Greece for credit?
• Fa. Bo. Lo. Us. Or someone who looked like him came for Spring
Weekend.
• O and P Block opens for business, not that we’re getting a townhouse
anyway…
• We packed up our suites but knew it wouldn’t be long until we’d all see
each other tailgating at Country Fest.
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Brianna Thompson and Casey Mulcare
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Junior:
• You went abroad and uploaded beach pictures for everyone back
home who was stuck in the snow, ha!
• Hand sanitizer sales rose exponentially at the Swine Flu outbreak.
As did excused absences.
• You stepped in the Reflecting Pool outside the new Interfaith
Center after realizing it was a pool and not shiny flooring.
• RIPTA service increases coverage. Met with massive student
disinterest.
• You came back from abroad and cried over your friends’ beach
pictures while you were stuck in the snow, karma.
• Being the highest point in Smithfield saved us from the flood.
• Bryant was on ESPN! 0 and what?!
• You rode the Rentes/Effins train for the first time.
• Fire and Water became the theme of Relay for Life.
• Tupper arrived and became an instant rock star on campus. He
continues to amaze us with his impressive use of Facebook.
Senior:
• Finally getting all the classes you wanted on the first try! Now to
go to them all…
• Dunkin’ Donuts moved on campus. That three minute drive down
Douglas Pike was getting ridiculous.
• Cooking for yourself was kind of cool. No more Salmo!
• You started missing Salmo and hustled underclassmen for a guest
pass to Chicken Patty Tuesday, Taco Thursday, any meal really.
• The snowstorms left you stranded in Rentes and praying class was
cancelled again.
• MNR…TNR…WNR...these are NOT acronyms you see in the
classroom.
• We had the class field trip to Punta Cana? Oh, that was Spring
Break.
• Google came to Bryant and you lost all of your emails, or so you
thought.
• A gorgeous St. Patrick’s Day brought out the daytime activities,
and promptly snowed three days later.
• It wasn’t a good weekend until it turned into a sing-a-long
session?
• The theme for Senior Week was Oh, All the Places You’ll Go… who
doesn’t love Dr. Seuss?
• You stayed up all night laughing and realizing these are the
memories that will last a lifetime.
• It’s finally time to walk under the archway and forget the fears of
not graduating.
• You realized that you finally have all the “Characters of Success”
and that the last four years have changed your life. It may be time
for the next step, but you’ll never forget the family you have in the
Class of 2011.
Thank you and good luck,
Brianna and Casey
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Ryan Maloney
Just over four and a half years ago while going
through the college application process, I noticed that
I was doing something a little different than the
average high school senior. Most of my friends were
applying to anywhere from six to ten schools. How
many did I end up applying to? One. Bryant.
My friends, family, and teachers told me that I
was limiting myself, being stupid, irrational, lazy, and
irresponsible. Everyone told me I was taking a huge
risk. “What if you don’t get in?” they would ask. I
didn’t care because to me, Bryant seemed like the
perfect fit. To me, nothing measured up. Why apply
to somewhere else if I couldn’t picture myself there?
It didn’t seem worth it. My attitude was simple:
“Bryant or bust.”
Now, as a twenty-two year-old senior about to
graduate, I couldn’t be happier with the choice I
made. I think my decision can tell you a lot about
who I am, and what I think about life.
If you know me at all, you know that if I know
what I want, I’ll go for it. I chose Bryant because I
think that the environment here makes it possible for
anyone and everyone to go for what they want;
whether it be through academics, athletics, clubs,
community service, jobs, internships, and so much
more.
In my personal journey at Bryant, I can tell you
that I have thrown myself into almost everything that
interested me. Some told me that I spread myself too
thin. In response to that, I pose the question: how do
you know what you like or don’t like unless you try?
Yes, I did join and participate in many different facets
of campus life, but I don’t see that as a weakness. I
see each of those as an opportunity to learn about
different things, different people, and most of all,
myself.
I’ve learned special lessons from each aspect of
my involvement at Bryant that I plan to take with me
and cherish forever. Cheerleading taught me how to
stay enthusiastic and spirited, even when things don’t
seem to go your way. Communication Society gave
me an outlet for my inner COM nerd and gave me
invaluable networking and leadership opportunities.
Delta Zeta taught me about not only friendship, but
sisterhood — something I had never experienced
before as an only child. Greek Leadership Council
taught me how to work persistently to overcome
stereotypes and criticism, and to consider the ‘big
picture.’ The 2009 Recognition Banquet Planning
Committee taught me how important it is to be
detail-oriented. Having a show on WJMF, being on
the Morning Delight television program, and hosting
Mr. Bryant 2010 taught me more about public
speaking than I could have ever imagined. And most
importantly, Alternative Spring Break in Washington
DC not only taught me that even the smallest effort
can make a world of difference in the life of someone
in need, but it is also when I realized how happy I
would be working for a non-profit organization. If I
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didn’t go for what I wanted to do, then I wouldn’t
know anything of these ‘life lessons.’
So to anyone reading this publication, whether
you’re a about to graduate, a friend or family member
in the audience, a professor, or President Machtley, I
encourage that once you find something that you
want, to go for it. Whether you are “limiting yourself”
or “taking on too much,” people will always have
something negative to say about your choices. But
it’s not about them. What you want is about you.
Don’t leave yourself wondering “what if?”
To my family, thank you for always supporting me
in each decision I make, I love you! To all of the
wonderful and unforgettable people I have met here
at Bryant, I want you to know that you will always
have a special place in my heart. To the COM
Department and CSI Staff, you pushed me to my full
potential and gave me the encouragement and
support I needed to do so. To my ‘freshman cuatro’,
Hall 15 gang, DZ, and the rest of Greek Life in the
infamous Hall One, thank you for being my family
away from home; I’ve had some of the best times of
my life with you. And to the Class of 2011, go get ‘em
— we are the Characters of Success.

Anthony Mam
"There's no secret to getting started. You simply
decide and then take your first step. With each
subsequent step, the next one becomes easier." This
has been a motto that I have followed since coming to
Bryant University. I was really hesitant to start trying
new things because I thought I knew who I was. I was
very shy and very timid, and had no intentions of
doing anything except going to class. However, a part
of me decided to test the waters, so I got involved at
Bryant. My whole life has changed after making that
first step. I’m a more confident person, an amazing
team player, an aspiring leader, and a great friend. I
have never regretted that life changing decision.
There are so many key moments at Bryant that I
would like to recognize which have impacted me and
the Bryant community. I’m grateful for being
involved with the Multicultural Student Union and
the International Student Organization, as well as
planning cultural events for Bryant. I’m grateful for
being part of The Bottom Line all four years and
keeping my passion for singing alive. I’m grateful for
becoming the President of Commuter Connection and
changing the organization for the better by providing
commuter students new resources like lockers and a
new decked out location. I’m grateful for becoming a
4MILE Peer Counselor and helping out the
multicultural and international students, meeting
new friends, and obtaining amazing mentees. I’m
grateful for being a part of the musical, Grease, and
meeting some of the wildest people out there. I’m
grateful for becoming a Resident Assistant and
having the greatest staff and freshmen residents an
RA could ask for. I’m grateful for becoming the Vice
President of the International Student Organization
and directing i2i 2009: Welcome to Planet Earth. I’m
grateful for being a part of the Leadership Council
and working with involved students just like me and
having the opportunity to develop the
leadership skills of others. I’m grateful to
experience dancing for the first time with
both Velocity and aDvANCEd Evolution.
I’m grateful for attending Alternative
Spring Break 2011 and meeting the best
people in the whole wide world while
helping the less fortunate in Washington
D.C. I’m grateful for being part of the
Senior Class Committee and planning
events celebrating our accomplishments.
I’m also truly grateful for the great friends
that I have made through my four years
here. Lastly, I’m grateful for Bryant for
giving me these great memories.
I knew there was a reason why I wanted
to be so involved at Bryant University. I
discovered that I loved working with
students and helping them develop as
future leaders. After a bit of soul
searching, I finally realized what I wanted
to do with my life. After graduation I will
be going to Graduate School for Student
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Affairs and Higher Education. My Bryant
involvements and my advisors have all inspired me to
go on this path, and for that I’m truly grateful.
However, I would not be the person who I am
today without the help of all those who have guided
my path. I would like to thank my family, my
professors, my advisors, Residence Life, CSI,
Academic Advising, and my friends for all their
support. I’d especially like to thank Connie, Mahah,
Colleen, Pam, Meg S., Katie, Deidre, Lauren, Leticia,
Erica, and Zafirah for always being there for me. A
very special thanks goes out to Rich Hurley for
developing me as a leader ever since I stepped into
the Linked Through Leadership Program freshmen
year. You are my role model, and I truly idolize you
for helping me find myself and for seeing my true
potential. I can’t wait to run around with a large cup
of Diet Coke in my hand and make a difference in
people’s lives. Last but not least the people who
deserve the most thanks are the staff of the
Intercultural Center: Shontay Delalue King, Monique
Austin, Kaoru Paganelli, and JoAnn Cummings. You
have given me so much encouragement throughout
my four years at Bryant. You were always there to
hear about my jokes, my sorrows, and my happy
moments. I’m truly fortunate to have worked with all
of you. I feel blessed to call the ICC not just my
friends, but my family. I will miss all of you.
To the Class of 2011, we may have graduated but
our future has only just begun. Take that first step
and go out and make a difference in the world. Don’t
ever forget the memorable moments that you have
had at Bryant. Take the time to catch up with your
friends, even if it is just on Facebook. I can’t wait to
see your faces at next year’s homecoming and the
ones after. Congratulations Class of 2011! WE DID
IT!
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Kristin Munger

As I remember back to our orientation, I can recall
all the emotions that I felt: scared but excited,
apprehensive yet fearless. Meeting each other for the
first time, we were all invincible, overconfident, 18
year olds who believed we knew everything and were
ready to prove ourselves to the world, or at least
Bryant University. With the ability to recreate
ourselves, moving to college allowed us to become
independent adults. As we moved into the freshman
halls excited for our college education, what we
received in return was so much more.
Although the past four years have come and gone
rather quickly, our experiences and memories are
something that we will be able to take with us. All
these experiences that we have endured, the good and
the bad, have helped us to become who we are. To the
people that have come and gone in my life, I thank
you for teaching me lessons that I would not have
learned without you. Though we may not be close
anymore, I would not be as strong as I am today
without you. For the people that have come and
stayed, you know who you are. You are my chosen
family, and I could not imagine my life without you.
The countless memories we have shared together will
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one day be the stories I tell to your children.
This school, its students and faculty, have been
able to form us into the college graduates that are
standing here today. When this coming fall
approaches, I believe that we will all be heartbroken
not to be coming back to our second home, to move
in with our family of friends and to experience
another eventful year here at Bryant. Yet, change is
inevitable.
So while we are graduating and moving on to
another experience, there should always be that
question of what can happen next. Always growing,
always searching, and always learning, there is still
much to be done. No matter if you are starting a new
job, searching for one or going back to school in the
fall, the opportunities ahead of us are endless. While
it may be impossible to believe that this chapter in
our lives is coming to an end, we should all look
forward to the amazing opportunities that have yet to
be accomplished.
So thank you, Bryant University, for all the
memories and opportunities that you have given me.
Without this school, I would not be the dedicated,
confident woman that I am today. To my parents,
thank you for teaching me to give everything my all
and guiding me throughout my life. I am so grateful
for everything you have done for me, and I am proud
to be your daughter. To my younger sister Victoria,
thank you for your friendship. You amaze me every
day with your passion, courage, and strength, and I
am so excited for what the future holds for you.
Priya, we have been through so much throughout
these four years and I cannot even begin to describe
what our friendship means to me, nor would I be able
to do it justice with just a few sentences. I am truly
grateful you were my first best friend at school and
how you helped me become independent and
confident.
Jenn, I am lucky to have moved in with you
sophomore year. Always true to yourself, you taught
me how to be a stronger person. You are a kind,
loving individual.
Lauren - thank you for always making me be a
better person, whether I wanted to be or not.
Morgan, although how our friendship transpired
surprises me, I am so grateful for how close we have
become. You are truly such a selfless person, and
thank you so much for choosing me to be one of your
good friends.
Lastly, thank you Gergely for teaching me so
much about myself. You inspire me every day with
your enthusiasm for life - I can’t wait to see what you
will accomplish.
In the words of Gandhi, “live as if you were to die
tomorrow, learn as if you were to live forever.” So
good luck to all my friends and peers as we graduate
and head off into the real world. Get out there, seize
the day, and give it your all. I’m sure I will hear great
things about the Class of 2011 Bryant graduates!

Mackenzie Schroth
My three years at Bryant have been some of the most
fun and rewarding so far. My experience has been a
little different from most of the people in this year’s
senior class because this is only my third year here and
because I’m a Literary and Cultural Studies major. I’m
graduating a year early because I took a lot of college
and AP classes before graduating from high school.
When I first moved in, I was put into freshman housing
even though I was technically a sophomore. I’m glad
Res Life placed me there because I was able to meet
more friends and adjust to college life better due to the
environment of the freshman halls. I’m kind of in an
odd place because a lot of my friends are a year behind
me, but I was able to make friends from all grades later
on through my extracurriculars.
Also, being an LCS major provides a different
experience from that of my peers. The major is growing
in popularity in the younger grades, but for the Class of
2011, there are very few LCS majors. Bryant retains its
image as a business school. Most people, upon hearing
that I study LCS here, ask me why I chose Bryant.
Honestly, there have been times when I questioned
coming here, but I feel confident I made the right
decision. I love my friends, and I’m passionate about
the activities I do. The professors in the LCS
department- and in all Liberal Arts departments in
general- are dedicated to their students, especially
given the small number in my major. I know I can turn
to them for help, whether on an assignment or for more
personal issues.
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My favorite experience at Bryant was my semester
abroad in Barcelona. Anyone who has studied abroad
will believe me when I say those were the best four
months of my life. I had so much fun and learned a lot
(just outside of class). My classes were interesting and
helped me improve my Spanish skills a lot, but the
most valuable things I learned and did were separate
from school work. It was nice to take advantage of a

Most people, upon
hearing that I study
LCS here, ask me why
I chose Bryant... I feel
confident I made the
right decision.
semester whose grades had no effect on my GPA. I
travelled all around Europe and made countless
memories and friends. Living with a host family added
to my experience, as well, because they were able to
give me great advice and teach me more about the
culture and language. My host mom and I had a great
relationship - she was so much fun! Even writing about
it now takes me back and brings a smile to my face.
One paragraph is not sufficient for describing my time
abroad. I think everyone should take advantage of
Bryant’s study abroad programs.
Finally, the extracurricular activities I do here at
Bryant are an important part of my overall experience.
I’ve been president of Bryant Pride for two years, an
active member of the Bryant Players and Velocity for
three years, a study abroad peer mentor for one and a
half years, a member of MSU for one year, and I’m just
completing my first year as Variety Editor for the
Archway. At times, balancing all this and a high GPA
have been overwhelming, but it has definitely been
worthwhile. I’m the kind of person who needs to be
busy in order to accomplish anything, so I wouldn’t
have had it any other way. I think it’s important to be
as involved as you can be and to do what you love.
Through these groups, especially Pride and the Players,
I have gained great friends whom I hope will continue
to be part of my life.
The legacy I hope to leave at Bryant is a stronger
Pride group and a more accepting and open-minded
campus, especially in regards to GLBT students. I hope
that my activism through Pride will change the way
students view their GLBT peers and that administration
will step up and give us a GLBT center. Also, I hope
that more students come here for LCS. I believe having
more liberal arts students will make campus life more
rich and diverse.
Congratulations to the Class of 2011!
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Sagar Shah
I have always been
told that college is a
playground for young
adults. You will meet a
lot of students your
age, learn how to share,
and discover how to
overcome disputes.
During my four years
on the playground of
triumph, I have had the
pleasure of making
many unforgettable
memories.
I wasted no time as
a freshman, quickly
taking part in various campus activities and getting
involved in different organizations. A few
organizations that I have had the pleasure of being a
part of include: Student Senate, Student Alumni
Association, and Multicultural Student Union.
Furthermore, I had the chance to start a new chapter
of Sigma Chi Fraternity, and bring it to Bryant
University, thus allowing me to truly leave a mark on
campus. All of these organizations have allowed me
to learn a great deal about myself and I truly believe
they have significantly influenced me to become the
person that I am today. The organization that I hold
closest to my heart is Sigma Chi fraternity. Sigma Chi
allowed me to meet great individuals who became
close friends and many of whom are now my
brothers.
Enough about me, here is what college has taught
me. Lesson one: Find the smartest people you can
and surround yourself with them. From friends to
brothers, they have challenged me and elevated my
thinking. My friends have helped me to better myself
in different ways.
My second year in college was truly a test of my
knowledge as my classes became more difficult and
challenging. After taking the required core classes as
a freshman business student, I began to see Finance
as a subject I had passion for. It was the
understanding investments, allocations, and markets
that struck my interest. Of course, the classes became
tougher and tougher, but as I became more involved,
my interest only heightened. I would have to say, my
all time favorite finance course was Investments with
Professor Inci. Professor Inci has provided me with
so much inspiration and knowledge that I will
definitely take with me into the real world.
College lesson two: Find something that you have
a passion for. When you believe you can do
something and do it with a smile, you will have a
stronger sense of purpose. In order to ensure this,
you must display confidence, optimism, and most
importantly, honestly to yourself and others.
My junior year in college was more than anything
a comfort zone within Bryant University, but I felt
that I did not have any real work experience. I knew
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that year I had to gear my efforts into trying to land
an internship within the Finance industry. As I
continued to work hard academically, I focused more
of my time on networking. Many people have advised
me “it’s not what you know, but who you know.” I
took that advice to heart and began to network with
all of my colleagues, including friends and family.
Eventually, I received a long-awaited phone call from
a recruiter from Northwestern Mutual asking to set
up an interview for a possible internship. After a
month full of interviews and phone conferences I was
offered the position. Needless to say, I graciously
accepted, and with continued hard work and
dedication to this company, I am now ranked 29th
out of 400 plus interns.
College lesson three: Find a place where you are
comfortable and enjoy the atmosphere. That goes for
both college and the “real world”.
I feel very comfortable with my position as a
financial representative at Northwestern Mutual. I
am surrounded by people with whom I share many
interests, and people who I feel will prove to be very
positive influences on my future. Passion becomes an
amazing neutralizing force for the fear or anxiety that
often comes with entering the work force and
venturing on to new endeavors.
Now, my last year of college, senior year has
blended in many different ways: from Tuesdays being
the new Thursdays, working tirelessly on Target Case
Presentations, and senior nights full of excitement.
The year has come to an end, but as Henry Ford once
said, “Coming together is a beginning; keeping
together is progress; working together is success”.
That is exactly what Bryant University has done for
me. I have truly learned so much in these past four
years. I can truthfully say that Bryant University has
allowed me to expand my knowledge, both
academically and socially, by providing an
environment so conducive to new experiences.
College lesson four: Find those who need help and
be full of information. Just as Bryant University
shared its knowledge with me, I wish to pass it on. I
believe that individual power comes from sharing
what you know, and helping out those in need.
I want to give special thanks to all my fraternity
brothers for all that they have done for me. We have
connected through classes, philanthropies, and
socials. Our brotherhood is a unit; we rise together
and we fall together. We truly do have a brotherhood
of a lifetime, and I certainly will be inviting each and
every one of them to my wedding!
Thank you Mom, Dad, and my sister Millie for all
the support and guidance! There are not enough
words in the dictionary to express my gratitude. And
most importantly thank you God for everything; you
have been there for me at my best and worst.
To my fellow senior graduates, our time at Bryant
is over but now the world expects more of us and I
know without doubt we are ready for every challenge
that comes our way! BEST OF LUCK CLASS OF 2011!

Scott Twardowski

Class of

2011

It all seemed to happen so fast: four years of
campus. This is why we have been plagued with
college, of learning, and of growing, went by in an
group projects and presentations for the past four
instant. In my time here at the University, I have had years. It is no mistake that so many of our professors
the opportunity to think independently on various
include a major group project on the syllabus. We
topics in the classroom. This thought process did not
have been forced, time after time, to work with
stop, however, with the
different people, on different teams
material being taught, but
in so many different classes. This was
rather, it continued with the
done
in a deliberate effort to give us
To learn is to live, and the experience
valuable life lessons of some
we need to successfully
of my most memorable
to stop learning is to work with other people once we get
professors. The lesson that I
there.” No matter what we were
stop living. We do not “out
feel is most appropriate for
involved in during our time here,
this reflection is one from Dr.
Bryant has developed a Character of
have an unlimited
Robert Muksian, whom I had
in all of us.
number of days on this Success
for Software Applications in
We have been nourishing all of the
my sophomore year. On the
earth. A day in which skills necessary to be successful in our
first day, he told the class that
in our careers, and in our
we have not learned initiatives,
he considers himself to be a
lives. As we enter a new phase of our
perpetual student and that it
lives, always bear in mind that you are
anything is a day
is always possible for a
still a student. As long as you are alive,
wasted.
professor, no matter how
you have the potential to learn. Have
experienced, to learn from a
the courage to try something new, and
student. I remember thinking
do not be afraid of failure. Always live
to myself, “Wow, I want to be like that. I don’t ever
with the Character of Success you have cultivated
want to stop learning.”
here. If you can put these ideals into practice, there is
I have kept those two simple words in the back of
no doubt that you can be successful in anything that
my mind ever since I first heard them: “perpetual
you do. I wish you all the best and I look forward to
student.” After pondering these words, I realized that seeing everyone for our class reunions.
they really apply to every aspect of life. To learn is to
Congratulations to the Class of 2011!
live, and to stop learning is to stop living. We do not
have an unlimited number of days on this earth. A
day in which we have not learned anything is a day
wasted. I challenge you to step outside of your
comfort zone each day. Do not be afraid of trying
something new. The worst-case scenario is you make
a mistake, and you fail. But you should reflect on it
and learn something new. No mistake should ever be
a regret as long as you learn from it. One thing that
we as college graduates all have in common is a love
of learning.
But can’t any college graduate realize an
appreciation for knowledge and develop a love of
learning? What then, sets us apart as graduates of
Bryant University? What makes each one of us a
“Character of Success?” To me, the Character of
Success goes beyond the classroom. It is how we
apply the values and skills we have learned. Indeed, it
can mean different things to different people.
For me, I have had the privilege of greeting an
incoming class of freshmen as an Orientation Leader,
serving as a Resident Assistant for three years, and
running on the cross country and track teams for the
duration of my time here. As a member of these
various teams, I have realized that with every group,
there is a certain distinct dynamic. No team is exactly
the same as another. All the members of the team
contribute to the uniqueness through their
interactions. This holds true even in the workplace.
This is why Bryant has pushed us since our
freshman days to join a club or organization on
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Seniors Speak Out
"I loved my time here at Bryant, I wish it
didn't have to end. Speaking for the Class
of 2011, I feel like we all developed the
Character of Success, and we met a lot of
great people along the way."
-Patrick Helmas

"I know that the first thing that will
come to mind when recalling my four
years at Bryant are the people I met
here. They have shaped me just as much
as my classes, extracurriculars and on
campus job have. As we become young
professionals, it's important that we
remember our experiences here are just
as much a part of our Bryant degree as
our performance in class."
-Emily Murphy

“Bryant University has given me the skills I need to succeed in the
future:
Group Projects = Work Ethic
Registering for Classes = Quick Decision Making
@ Bryant Announcements = Selective Perception
Around the World = Take Adventures
TNR WNR TNR= Networking
Lines at Salmo = Patience
D1= Determination
Friends, Faculty & Countless Memories = Four Best Years of my Life”
-Michael G. Jasinski

"Throughout my time here, Bryant has allowed
me to take part in countless travel experiences
and involvement opportunities. However, the
best part of my Bryant Experience has been the
community of relationships I built with students,
faculty, and staff. I'm leaving here with great
memories and great friends for a lifetime...and a
job! Go Bulldogs!"

"After the best four years of my life, I
realized I have learned a lot. I learned
who I am, what I'm supposed to do, and
how to succeed. If it wasn't for my
friends and CSI family, I never would've
figured it out."
-Mikala Mann

-Bridget McNulty

"Our time at Bryant has been
full of incredible moments,
everything from watching
President Machtley jump into
the pond, to welcoming our
mascot Tupper. I am proud of
the academic and co-curricular
achievements of my classmates
and our contribution to the
furthered progress of this
University. My greatest regret
about leaving is that I will not
get to see the culmination of
these efforts."
-Daniel Tothill
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"My experiences at Bryant have been enriched by
my involvement in SIFE. Through these
numerous leadership experiences and
irreplaceable bonds, I have been able to pursue
my passion leading and inspiring others to give
back to their community. The past four years
were not about the day to day incidentals, but
about the relationships that we have made.
Congratulations to the Class of 2011."
-Lauren Jensen

"Over the past four years, Bryant has become my home away
from home. I have learned a lot during my time here, and this
has helped me become a better person. For me, Bryant
offered the right combination of encouragement, support, and
opportunities to grow without being intrusive or overly
controlling."
-Donna Chan Wah Hak

Senior Contributions

Class of

2011

Senior Service Awards

Senior Class Flag

The Senior Service Award is a prestigious award
presented to six deserving students from the graduating
class. This award is designed to recognize those who
have made a positive, lasting impact on the Bryant
community through their outstanding service. A
committee of peers, faculty and staff, chaired by
Student Senate representative Stephanie Naumchevski,
selected this year’s recipients.
Nominees were evaluated on numerous criteria,
including their contributions to the overall Bryant
community, their participation in student organizations,
athletics, community service, campus employment,
and/or academic/professional achievement, as well as
any additional personal accomplishments throughout
their time at Bryant.
The six seniors selected to receive this year’s Senior
Service Awards were among an exceptionally large,
qualified pool of applicants. Each individual selected
has helped to create a legacy of excellence on this
campus. Each one of them exemplifies the award
through their dedication and loyal service to the many
committees, organizations, and projects with which they
were involved. Congratulations to the 2011 Senior
Service Awards recipients:

Bryant University extends its gratitude to the late,
George J. Kelley '39, '69H, Honorary Trustee Emeritus,
for his generosity in providing ongoing financial
support for the purchase and display of a graduating
class flag. The 2011 Class Flag was designed by seniors,
Alicia Albini, Michael Jasinski, Melody Moore, Kristina
Pittella, Alix Quinn, and Regina Salgado from the
Student Alumni Association. The theme of the 2011
Senior Class Flag is “Launching into the World without
Limits”.
This year, the committee decided to use the fountain
as a center piece of our flag being that the fountain is a
landmark unique to Bryant. We find the fountain to be
inspirational, a symbol we hope reminds students to
follow their passion rather than settle for something
less than they deserve. We decided to have a globe
spouting off the top of the fountain to symbolize the fact
that our future opportunities are limitless. We wish to
encourage students to explore the world and follow
their dreams! The globe is also another symbol strongly
associated with Bryant. We included a brick walkway
surrounding the fountain to add a realistic effect to the
design. This pathway is a strong symbol associated with
Commencement as every graduate will travel down this
pathway, pass through the archway, and receive their
diploma which they have all worked so hard for. A
diploma that symbolizes success and greatness!

Jessica Komoroski
Thomas Lapinski
Andrew Lazouras
Angela Marchio
Miriam Santana Mora
Sherika Nicholas

-Senior Class Flag Committee
Student Alumni Association

Senior Class Gift
The Senior Class Gift is an important part of Bryant
tradition that enables the graduating senior class to
contribute to a small but meaningful part of the
University. The 2011 Senior Class Gift Committee is
thrilled to announce that this year’s gift is a Sophomore
International Experience scholarship. SIE is a ten to
twelve day trip during a student’s sophomore year that
allows them to travel overseas to experience a country
or countries firsthand while earning three credits
towards their degree. This gift fits well as with the
theme “Celebrating our Bryant Spirit” because the SIE
trip is so unique to Bryant University.
After developing ideas and then presenting three
different options to the senior class to vote on, we
believe that the 2011 SCG fits well with Bryant’s
strategic plan as well the type of education that we
received over the last four years. The Sophomore
International Experience and study abroad in general is
a significant part of Bryant. The Class of 2011 is
honored to provide an opportunity for students to
attend the trip.
This year, the Senior Class Gift campaign was led by
Mat DiMatteo, Ryan Letourneau and Emily Murphy.
They were supported by advisors Joao Garcia and Susan
Detri-Souve from the Development Office as well as the
Center for Student Involvement. Mat, Ryan and Emily

began the year by recruiting a diverse committee. The
SCG Committee consists of 40 different students from
all different segments of Bryant. This committee held
brainstorming meetings as well as a Kickoff Event in
October to allow the senior class to vote on the gift
ideas. Over $15,000 was raised at this Kickoff, which
was attended by President and Mrs. Machtley as well as
members of the administration, faculty, staff, and
Ironclad Tupper I.
Each committee member worked hard throughout
the year to solicit fellow students to donate to our cause.
The SCG committee was able to reach its goal of
$40,000 as well as 50% participation from the senior
class.
Over the last academic year, the 2011 senior class
has been extremely supportive and willing to contribute
towards this important gift. This is one of the last acts
that the class will complete before they part ways upon
graduation. It is an impressive and unique way for the
Class of 2011 to leave a mark on Bryant’s campus. Mat,
Ryan, and Emily would like to thank their dedicated
committee as well as their advisors Joao Garcia and
Susan Detri-Souve for their hard work!
-Mat DiMatteo, Ryan Letourneau, and Emily Murphy
Class of 2011 Senior Class Gift Co-Chairs
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From the editor’s desk:Jessica Komoroski
I didn’t know anybody. THAT was intimidating. At the
same time, it was exactly what I wanted. In my search for a
college, I knew that I wanted a brand new beginning and
an opportunity to do great things. The day that I stepped
on to Bryant University’s campus, I had no idea what this
day—my graduation day — was going to feel like.
I was lost my freshman year. I didn’t know exactly what
I wanted to do: what am I even good at? How am I going
to leave my legacy? During my first few months, I slowly
started exploring what Bryant had to offer. I started by
doing something I never expected to do: my friend and I
started writing a fashion column in The Archway.
Suddenly, people got to know me.
This turned out to work in my favor later that year
when I was selected to be an Orientation Leader. My mind
was spinning—to be honest, the main reason I applied was
that I got to spend one less month at home (sorry, Mom!).
Yet, a good friend and life-long mentor saw potential in
me, and she convinced someone to give me a shot. It was
that summer, during my time as an OL, when I found
myself.
Things kept falling into place. I was swept off my feet by
the student newspaper and became Assistant Editor-inChief my sophomore year. This was the same year I was
welcomed into the big, happy family of RAs in the Office of
Residence Life. On a whim, I went on the Alternative
Spring Break trip to Washington, D.C. and was touched by
the selfless giving of my peers.
At the end of my junior year (and my first year as
Editor-in-Chief of the newspaper) I became overcome with
tears of joy when The Archway was selected as the 2010
Major Organization of the Year. There is no way to explain
the sense of pride I felt for my staff of editors and writers;
they had worked hard at improving the paper, and we were
getting noticed. That same year, 2010, I became a member
of the Leadership Council and finally had an opportunity
to share my experiences to benefit my peers.
Senior year proved to be no less exciting than the first
three. I was fortunate enough to work with an amazing
faculty member for over a year and completed my Honors
Capstone Project. It was an incredible journey uncovering
the life of, Gertrude Meth Hochberg, a woman who was a
role model to so many. I organized the second annual
Cambridge Debates sponsored by ODK – I will never be an
event planner, but the obstacles were well worth it as the
audience filled Janikies to learn more about the cost of a
college education.
I faced some challenges during my college career. It
took me five tries and over $1,000 before I passed my first
actuarial exam. I lived away from home for two often
lonely summers in order to explore my chosen career path.
I made some mistakes, I talked too much, and sometimes I
didn’t talk enough. In my second year as Editor-in-Chief, I
had to navigate a new staff through the turmoil of losing
an advisor and losing our Assistant Editor-in-Chief.
Throughout all of this, there is one thing that is certain: I
learned.
What exactly did I learn? Well, this little space reserved
“From the Editor’s Desk” may not be enough to sum it up.
Yet, I want to give you an idea of the things that impacted
me most and provide you an opportunity to look back on
your own Bryant career to relive the best four years of our
lives.
Throughout my four years, I learned that everyone can
make a positive change in their own life and in the
community in which they live. I learned that an Actuarial
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Parting Thoughts from the Editor

Math Major could
be Editor-inChief of a student
newspaper. I
learned that an
entire community
can come
together to stand
up against hate. I
learned that
stepping outside
of your comfort
zone will reap
enriching
rewards. I
learned that it is
the people we will
remember the
most. I learned
that dedication
and passion are
the only tools
essential to
success.
Class of 2011,
this day — OUR
graduation day —
is the end of one
amazing chapter
of our lives and
the beginning of
a new one.
College does not define who we are; rather, it is the process
of building the foundation of our character that will carry
us to be successful in the future. Take some time to
remember all the way back to your freshmen year; re-live
this journey that has been so wonderfully unexpected. As
we all go our separate ways to pursue amazing endeavors,
never forget the network of life-long friends you have made
here on Bryant’s campus; these people will always be your
support, your confidants, and your biggest fans.
Thank you to my parents and sisters who supported me
in every crazy step of my college career. Thank you to
Meagan Sage, who — although she is no longer at Bryant —
is my mentor, the woman who saw my potential and gave
me every tool to grow. Thank you to Rich Hurley for never
letting me take the easy way out, and for always knowing
how to say the right thing at the right time. To Dr. Judy
Barrett Litoff, thank you for guiding me and supporting me
as my faculty sponsor for my Honors Capstone Project;
you are my role model as a strong and independent
woman, and you have taught me the importance of striving
for excellence. Nick Poche, your unwavering support and
enthusiasm always brightened my day; I have learned so
much from you. To those professors who never settled for
“good enough,” thank you for helping me and my peers
truly claim our education: Carol Demoranville, Jim
Segovis, Kristin Kennedy, Phyllis Schumacher, Rich
Holtzman—our students are truly blessed to work with
such dedicated and intelligent faculty.
My fellow graduates, remember to thank those people
who have changed your life. The values they instilled and
the lessons they taught us have molded us to be amazing
young professionals. We are the future of our communities
and we must stop at nothing to make our world a better
place. I am so proud of everyone here today —we did it!

